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Morton Halperin speaks on
4Ganles Bureaucrats Play’
by Doug Davidson

Using wry humor and illustra
tions drawn from recent history,
Public Occasions Speaker Mor
ton Halperin gave an informative
and sometimes rather frighten
ing view of “The Games Bureau
crats Play” to shape and influ
ence foreign policy, Tuesday
evening in Riverview Lounge.
His speech concerned the pro
cesses by which Presidents learn
“ that in many ways bureauc
racy shapets what they can do,
and how they can do it.”
Halperin, a noted author, has
(studied at Columbia and Yale,
joined Harvard’s Center for In
telnational Affairs, became a
Deputy Secretary in the Defense
Department in charge of mili
tary planning and arms control,
and served on the Nixon Admin
istration’s
National
Security
Council, before resigning in Sep
tember of '69 to join the Brook
ings Institute.
Halperin began by describing
why bureaucracy chooses to fight
the President. He said that since
“what is in the national interest
is extremely difficult to deter
mine,” career diplomats con
clude that “what is good for my
organization is good for the na
tional interest.”
All organizations, he stated,
share five basic interests what
is good for them: maintaining
autonomy, preserving morale,
protecting the “essence of the or
ganizations being (for example,
the essence of the Air Force’s
being in combat flying, the State
Department’s is negotiating and
reporting), defining their roles
and missions, and controlling
thedr budgets.
There are four different cate
gories of games organizations
use to direct the President and
so protect their interests: infor
mation games, option games,
veto games, and implementation
games. The President can only
counter these games with re
action games; games which gov-

emment organizations
most cases, overcome.

can, in

Information game number one
is “tell the President what will
lead him to do what you want
him to do, not what he wants to
to know.” Game two is to “ pre
dict dire consequences if the
President fails to take the ac
tion one recommends” ; thetse
predictions, however, do not nec
essarily have any basis in fact.
The next step in the proceess
is to play option games in order
to shape the President’s options
to fit the organization’s needs.
Game one “ is to tell the Presi
dent that the option he may
want, and you don’t like is ‘un
feasible.’ ”
Game two states
that “one should tell the Presi
dent that in order to carry out
an option he deems feasible, he
should delegate aU authority to
you.”
The contest then moves from
option games to veto games —
to directly affect the President’s
choice of options. Veto game
one is to “ announce a contrary
pohcy as if it were official.”
Game two is to “ leak a propos
ed policy choice to the press,
thereby making it difficult, if

not impossible, to choose.” Veto
game three, a very popular one,
is to “get the Congress to veto
a planned Presidential action.”
In the final stage, bureaucrats
play implementation games. The
guiding principle in these games,
is that “what does not happen
is that everyone rushes to carry
out the President’s orders.” In
implementation game one, “some
people, when given an order,
will give it what one might call
over-faithful execution.” Game
two is for bureaucrats to “ obey
the letter, but not the spirit of
what you are told to do.” Or,
if all else faifls, implementation
game three is that “one should
ignore what one is ordered to
do.”
Halperin used episodes from
the pait twenty years as proof
for each of his games. He point
ed out that these games were
not confined to American bu
reaucracy, but could be applied
to foreign governments as well.
His contentions can be summed
up in a statement he mentioned
made by President Kennedy,
who, when given what he thought
was a good idea replied, “ I
agree. Now, if we can only per
suade the government, we can
do it.”
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E X - B U R E A U C R A T Professor Morton Halperin of the
Brooking Institute spoke Tuesday in Riverview lounge on
bureaucratic politics and foreign policy.

Crockett attends
education festivals
by Georgette Fehrenbach

D E A N C R O C K E T T raps with the Lawrentian staff on
the possibilities for educational innovation at Lawrence
and the general Appleton community.

Faculty discontinues pluses and minuses
One week ago today the faculty
held a meeting to hear and act
upon recommendations from the
various University Committees
established last year at the sug
gestion of the Povdny Report.
Of major importance was the
petition submitted early this year
to the Committee on Instruction
calling for the discontinuation of
the plus and minus in the grading
system. This was presented to the
faculty with the Committee’s rec
ommendation that pluses and miruses not be figured into a stu
dent s gradepoint. The faculty
voted in favor of this recommend
ation almost two-to-one. The feel
ing was that, since pluses and mi
nuses were not in the student in
terest, as it was originally in
tended, the policy should be re
scindedAno.her proposal submitted to
the Committee on Instruction
which was passed at the faculty

meeting was No- 48 of the Povolny
report. This recommendation al
lows for students to “write for
credit in any course offered in
the University . . . The student
may do this work during any term
or any combination of terms in
cluding the summer—over a per
iod not to exceed one calendar
year.”
A motion was passed by the
faculty to permit LUCC Commit
tee or. Committees to recognize
officially and financially groups
on campus. This responsibility
has previously been up to the
Committee on Administration.
No motion was advanced by
the Committee on Administration
to initiate student-designed exam
schedules contrary to what had
been expected.
The meeting was concluded only
after passage and approval of the
curriculum for sociology and oth
er new courses.

Dean of Men Larrimone Crock
ett commented on the value of
two seminars on innovations in
education that he attended ear
lier this term.
The first, called the North
County Festival of Alternatives
in Education, was held at Macalester College from Oct. 2-4. Me
dia used during the workshop
included films, lectures, group
experiences, arts and crafts,
dancing, and music.
“The purpose of the seminar
was to bring together people who
are involved in alternate meth
ods of education. Many free
school people and experimenters
were involved. My wife and sev
eral students accompanied me
to the festival,” said Orockett.
In the workshops people re
lated what was going on in edu
cation today. One report con
cerned a high school in whoch
^udents created a power base
by forming a union. In a col
lege, prison inmates, patients
from a mental hospital, and stu
dents were all taking courses to
gether for credit.
A free school, formed with
Summer hill as a model, was
also discussed to a great degree.
“We came back and wanted to
see if we could get something
going here. So we started a
'mini-festival’ which was held at
Edison School Oct. 27,” explain
ed Crockett.
Approximately
100 teachers,

administrators,
children,
and
high schooil students attended.
“We began by having people
put on paper (writing or draw
ing) a good and a bad education
al experience. Then mixed groups
were formed and people shared
their experiences,” he said.
When the whole group was re
assembled there was much cri
ticism of public schools and dis
cussion about how it could evolve
into something better.
Crockett feels that Lawrence’s
methods of teaching are tradi
tional. Little innovation has been
attempted he said.
“ I think my perceptions have
made me more aware of the fer
ment that is going on elsewhere
and the unfortunate lack of it
here,” he commented.
The main goal of the local
mini-fcstival was to make an
attempt to create better inter
action between the Lawrence
community and the Appleton
community. Because many of the
faculty have children in the Ap
pleton public schools and they
are concerned with the quality
of the system, Crockett added.
“ We need people who are anpry, frustrated, or concerned
enough to work over a long per
iod of time to create changes in
education. This requires a dedi
cated group,” stated Crockett.
Th*» next mir^-festival will be
held at Appleton East on Dec
2 E ’ ervone is invited to attend

Watson Fellowship offers
unique student opportunities
by Mark Roudane
The Thomas J. Watson Fel
lowship Program represents a
unique opportunity for seniors at
¡Lawrence to enjoy a post-gradu
ate educational experience of a
relatively unorthodox nature. One
brochure describes the Fellow
ship in the following manner:
Stated quite succinctly, we
hope to provide through this
fellowship program opportun
ities for seniors of exception
al potential for a focused and
disciplined ‘Wanderjahr’ of
their own devising — a period
in which they might have
some surcease from the pre
scribed educational lockstep,
in whiich they might have an
unusual opportunity to take
stock of themselves, test
their aspirations and abili
ties, explore in some depth
their interests, view their
lives and American society
in greater perspective, and
concomitantly,
develop
a
more informed sense of in
ternational concern.
The fellowship, appropriately
characterized by Executive Di
rector Robert Schulze as “a very
now kind of thing” provides re
cipients with $6,000 ($8,000 if
married) to pursue any kind of
independent, self-disciplined aca
demic woi* interesting to them.
A Swarthmore graduate is
currently involved in the study
of European culture and is il
lustrative of the unstructured
freedom allowed participating
recipients.
According to Mr.
Schulze, “he has formed a rock
band touring all over Europe at
small university cities trying at
the same time to study European
manifestations of the youth cul
ture.”
Other students have studied
topics ranging from the hitstory
and culture of blacks in Brazil
to the ecological feasibility of
wild game farming in Africa and
the impact of urbanism on art
in Eastern societies.
‘‘The pressure of freedom,”
commented Schulze, “ is, how
ever, deceptive in that most can
didates encounter a lot of frus

tration, experience a fair amount
of loneliness, and discover that
lit is hard to develop one’s role.”
Thirtyifive liberal arts colleges
and universities of “outstanding”
character nominate four students
yearly, seventy of whom are ac
cepted as Watson Fellows. Un
like many other foundation and
scholarship grants then,
the
hopeful student has a fifty-fifty
chance of having his or her pro
posal accepted. The Foundation
hopes to award twenty percent
of its fellowships to minority
group individuals.
Women as well as men, despite
the fact that 86 percent of last
year’s recipients were male, are
encouraged to apply. An un
exceptional grade point doesn’t
exclude candidates from the se
lection process, although most
candidates
have demonstrated
strong academic abilities — in
deed,
seventeen
participating
colleges grade on a pass-fail
basis and Antioch no longer
grades its students.
Gretchem Furber, John Idione,
David Jones, and Sam Ray have
been selected by a faculty com
mittee to be this year’s nomi
nees.
Gretcben Furber hopes to be
in the British Isles next year
pursuing "an investigation of the
medieval analogs of emerging
modern art.” "It gets into the
ories of art and form,” com
mented Gretchen, “and involves
a consideration of the cultural
atmosphere’s influence, among
other things.” If awarded a fel
lowship, her research activities
will be based at Oxford.
John Idione’s proposal involves
the study of French Theater.
Mdtivated by the desire to lend
“ breadth to my education,” he
and his wife want to live in
Paris while investigating the
theater scene. “ Being a physics
major,” stated Idoine, “ it’s in
tended to be an excursion out
of my own field of competence.’'
Dave Jones will, if his proposal
is accepted, explore the litera
ture and language of Wales, and
write about anything which in

spires him. Jones picked this
particular segment of British
Isless culture “because of its in
fluences on my writing so far.”
He hopes to spend much of his
time in the southern coal min
ing and seaport towns in an ef
fort to “pick up the customs
and habits of the people.”
Sam Ray wants to “ travel in
Taiwan and Hong Kong, talking
with Chinese children, to begin
to learn what and how they
learn, to learn what they think
of their society and its govern
ment, and what they think their
place might be in the adult
world.” He hopes to enroll in
primary schools as a special
student “ to get some feeling for
how the educational system is
operating, and to gain insights
into the value orientations of the
people.”
Four former Lawrentians have
been or are Watson Fellows, in
cluding Chris Young (’70), cur
rently getting into Western Eu
ropean
theater,
and
Tony
Vaughn, also a senior last year,
who is abroad writing poetry.

Editors Resign

C. Richard Fanner, editor-inchief of The Lawrentian announc
ed in a hastily called news con
ference at the Outagamie Airport
on Thanksgiving that he had sub
mitted his resignation effective
January 1st.
Farmer concluded that he had
resigned because of increasing
personal pressures and that he
wanted to help former editor,
Nick Candee market wringer
washers in South America. A leg
acy of accurate reporting and innotative raspidiousness leaves
The Lawrentian with the loss of
Farmer.
At the same news conference,
John Rosenthal, managing editor
announced that he had been as
signed to The Lawrentian Lon
don bureau, and that George Wy
eth, assistant feature editor was
going also to London to report on
student activism in Lexham Gar
dens.

IN THE SHADE: ‘personal’
yet ‘featureless’ variations
by Chris Oravec
There must be some reason
why In The Shade isn’t moving
this time, and I thank it’s a more
complex one than Lawrentian
apathy.
The affectionate re
sponse given to Mrs. Koffka’s vol
ume last year can only be partly
blamed on her personal presence
in the poems. There was a great
deal of interesting poetry there,
and some of it not so affection
ate. The later In The Shade pub
lication was impressive for its
variety and use of photographic
effect to maintain an artistic
wholeness. The current publica
tion of Messrs. Vasiliou, Jones,
and Peyer comes across as rath
er thin in comparison.
All the offerings are very per
sonal statements, which is one
unifying factor. The technique
of the personal I could be used
to reveal insights into particular
situations that are normally un
remarkable, provided the I is an
interesting enough person. The
adole-cent boy of Mr. Vasiliou’s
"The Congratulation” offers his
situation but little else. That he
has a tendency to use cliches that
reflect his one-dimensional ex
istence is revealing, but wliat
else does his mind reveal? The
reader ends up supplying most of
the imagination for this piece,
which he does readily, being
weaned
or, Hemingway
and
Steinbeck. But even the under
lying symbolic complexes are not
complex enough to make us in
terested in “ filling in" the de
tails.
A presentation of the
cliche-like existence of the son
of a rich businessman is itself a
cliche. Even the letter he reads
•is a predictable echoing of his
own empty mind. Hemingway
knew that to carry this kind of
simplicity he had to present sit
uations complex enough that they
could not be predicted, and used
the drama of the bullring and of
the war game as his tools.
The same could 'be said for
the companion -piece, "Margie
and Me." only this time Philip
stayed in the bathroom.
“Treibach-Althofen"
by
Mr.

Peyer is the story of the mad
man who made it. The tragedy
is that he had to go mad to make
it, and so will the I of the story.
This common humanity is stress
ed in the story of the slug, and
the narrator’s eating of the spicy
sausage. The most engaging sec
tion, though, is the old man’s
description of his seduction by
the Lorelei figures in the lake, in
which the piling on of fragments
of thought culminates in a kind
of blunt lyricism. “ I saw them
by the roots of a tree. They
are beautiful! They dance around
a fire and they hold hands. Their
clothes are like air and the
bodies glitter like stars. The wind
makes their hair fly.” Yet if
the narrative sections were more
rhythmically
continuous,
with
fewer abrupt sentences and less
subject-verb
construction,
we
could appreciate the roughness
and simplicity of this delightful
dialogue. As it is, it is hidden
in a forest of I’s. The last line,
“ ‘He smiled and the women started to make a fuss,” is a good
example of Mr. Peyer’s ability to
characterize a situation in a sin
gle phrase, and it saves the end
ing by making a final shift away
from the speaker to the situa
tion which he is in.
David Jones’ poem “ Off White”
tries to play with bold Eliotic
beats, harsh rhymes, and putting
together of adjective noun com
binations.
It
fails
halfway
through and lapses back into its
own shy, wandering images. Thus
the poem breaks into two parts
formally, but it is held together
by the progression from snow to
jiain to ice, that illustrates the
human relationship. An effect of
completion is due to this sym
metrically developed image, and
it makes the poem plea-ant and
likable. I have a bias against
poems, though, that make me
drag out my dictionary for just
one word, and in “For D.T.” the
word is corposant.
"Sandwoman Tear” is a fine
poem, and its placement as the
last in the set of three shows off

Its best qualities. It is a com
bination of the flowing effect
achieved at the end of “Off
White” and some very sound
structural organization based on
an alteration between predomi
nantly trochaic and iambic lines.
Thus it is the metrical differ
ence between the last two lines:
“But dreams are lost like the
shade of her tear,/Fallen away
to the blasseds yet beiow,” that
makes the poem move to the very
end and still end on a receding
note.
I couldn’t end a review about
a whole publication without mak
ing some mention about the look
of the book. I would have tried to
avoid using the particular plain,
large, unembellished kind of type
that tends to flatten out the lines
on the page without being sure
that the prose itself could take
it. The poetry, being broken up
linearly and rhythmically with
commas and indentation, reads a
little easier in this type than the
prose, which after awhile runs
together in a blur of characters
divided only by too-regular per
iods and spaces. The structural
sinipliciity of the sentences can
only add to this sense of flatness.
I recognize that this may have
bean the effect originally intend
ed, but there are limits to which
the eye may be expected to pay
attention, and I think this par
ticular combination comes very
close to the limits. I also real
ize there may be financial con
siderations involved in the choice
of layout. A carefully chosen
combination of layout effects can
be achieved on a small budget
if the material itself is taken
into account as part of the com
bination. Thus the use of pho
tography, which helps typed ma
terial a great deal, and which
adds some variety to this nearly
featurless book.
In The Shade moves on its va
riety and attractiveness, and this
issue needed a little more of
both

Selection group priorities
subject of draft question
by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro

Q.: My lottery number is 122.
in no case willl it occur much
Throughout 1970 I have held a
later than the end of March —
II-S student deferment. When I
you will be drafted whenever
graduate in January and get re
your lottery number (122) is
classified I-A, will I immediate
reached (assuming, of course,
ly fall in with those special peo- that you are still I-A).
pllie wthose draft liability was re
Q.: Friends of mine have been
cently extended through March
sending their locaJ boards Bibles,
1971?
magazines, comic books, etc.
A.: No. You are referring to
They claim all this material
the so-called 1971 Extended Pri
must be placed in their selective
ority Selection Group. Members
service files. Are they right?
of thils Group will be drafted be
A.: No. The regulations do
fore anyone else (except volun
provide that everything “per
teers) to fill inductions sched
taining” to a registrant must be
uled prior to April 1, 1971. There
placed in his file. However, the
after — or earlier if the supply
regulations aLso give the Draft
of Extended Priority men ruiw
Director authority to direct local
out — the draft board will start
boards to dispose otf certain in
ail over again at lottery number
formation it receives. Until re
1, calling men from the regular
cently, the Draft Director had
lottery pool.
not exercised this authority.
You will be m this regular
The problem, however, has
pod (the 1971 First Priority Se
apparently reached a crisis.
lection Pool), because you will
Draft Director Curtis Tarr noted
not have satisfied all three re
in a recent inteview with this
quirements for inclusion in the
reporter: “ People try to load
Extended Priority Group. The
the board with letters in Chinese
three requirements are: (1) A
and Russian. There’s quite a bit
registrant must belong to the
of * this in some boards whe: a
1970 First Priority Selection
students bend over backwards to
Group as of December 31, 1970.
write all kinds of letters that
(2) His lottery number must have
are not intelligible or they’re
been reached by the draft board
too long, not to the point. These
during 1970. (In other words, the
things require a tremendous
board must have issued an in
amount of time.”
duction order to some other regAs a result, on September 30
i 'trant holding the same lottery
the Draft Director exercised his
number or a higher one.) (3) The
authority and issued Local Board
registrant, himself, must not
Memorandum No. 115. It pro
have been issued an induction
vides, in part: “Local boards
order.
are hereby authorized to discard
At a minimum, you will not
all matter received from a reg
satisfy the firet requirement.
istrant which plainly has no bear
Your deferment wtill disqualify
ing cfci hos identification or das*
you. The First Priority Group
sification.” As a result, the books
contains only men classified I-A
and magazines sent in by your
or I-A-0 (noncomhatant C.O.).
friends may now be thrown away
If a man is not in this Group
by the local board clerk.
on December 31, his liability can
One danger created by LBM
not be extended for three more
No. 115 is that clerks will now
months. Since you will stiM be
be forced to decide what infor
II-S, rather than I-A or I-A-O,
mation is irrelevant to a regis
on December 31, your liability trant’s identification or classifi
will not be extended — regard cation. Conceivably, a book, a
less of whether you fulfill the letter written in Russian or other
other two requirements.
such information could be legiti
So
you will join the 1971 First mately important to a regis
Priority Selection Group when
trant’s case. This will be espe
you are reclassified I-A in Janu cially true for registrants seek
ary. The key question is when ing the conscientious objector
will your particular draft board classification. Conscientious ob
begin calling men from your jectors often send in literature
Group.
The answer depends they have written or books which
upon whether your board has have contributed towards their
men with extended liability and opposition to war.
if so how many. A substantial
Since overzealous clerks may
supply of extended priority men dispose of anything unconven
would delay the point at which tional, a registrant is well ad
your board first dips into the vised to send everything to bis
First Priority Group. Once the local board by registered mail,
plunge is taken, however — and return receipt requested.
A

H A I L T O T H E frizzy, fuzzy, greasy, moppy, stringy,
curly, bushy, shining, falex, flowered, powered, braid
ed, beaded, streaming, gleaming, flowing, glowing
phenomen entitled hair.

periodic check of the file is also
advisable to make sure that all
information sent in was actually
placed in the file.
We welcome your questions.
Please send them to Mastering
the Draft, Suite 1202, 60 East
42nd Street, New York, N.Y.
10017.

L e g a l s y m p o s i u m d is c u s s e s
i n d i v i d u a l r ig h t s b y l a w
by Miriam Zachary
“Lawrence and the Law” was a first offense. Conviction for
the topic of discussion in two selling or giving such drugs to
a minor would result in a 15
separate meetings earlier this
year sentence for a first offense
term in the Riverview Lounge.
The purpose of these discussions and not less than 30 for a second
was to inform students about offense, and life imprisonment as
points of law which may concern a third offense. In Wisconsin law
the amount of drugs found in a
them or with which they may be
person’s possession can not auto
concerned.
The speakers at Monday’s matically classify him as a
meeting were Outagamie County pusher.
The penalty for encouraging use
District Attorney James Long and
and possession is no more than
Appleton Chief of Police Earle
Wolfe. Tom McKenzie, a law $2,500 or 5 years. McKenzie ex
plained that this was probably
yer in the local firm of McKenzie,
Hebbe, Downey and Kellogg spoke used against adults who make it
possible for Jr. High School stu
at the Wednesday meeting.
Together these meetings cov dents to indulge.
To keep up with the times, the
ered a wide range of subjects in
cluding the nature of Wisconsin’s state of Wisconsin has a Danger
drug and liquor laws, individual ous Substance Control Commis
sion whose job is to review new
legal rights in case of search,
seizure, and arrest, and the pro types of drugs which are being
used in order to bring their spe
cedure involved in due process
cific prohibition under statute.
of law.
If a student pleads or is found
The new Wisconsin legislation
changes the definition of marijua guilty the court may defer pro
ceedings and put him on proba
na as a narcotic and reclassifies
use or possession as a misde tion. If the terms of this proba
tion are fulfilled satisfactorily,
meanor instead of a felony.
A Declaration of Intent distin the court will discharge him, and
guishes between a seller and user dismiss the proceedings so he
will have no record. If “ goods”
cf drugs in relation to sentencing.
are found in a car, the car can
T^e idea behind this is to stress
the importance of rehabilitation be seized and forfeited to the
for addicts and special treatment state. Anyone can be made ex
empt from prosecution if he vol
for users of non-addictive drugs.
Concerning use of narcotics, untarily surrenders to the police,
conviction for a first offense will except in the case of pursuit
McKenzie noted that due to the
have a sentence of not less than
two or more than ten years. The conservative nature of an Ap
sentence for selling narcotics to pleton jury, a student would be
a person under 21 as a third of wise to request a trial by one
judge.
fense is life imprisonment.
As for liquor laws, it was point
Possession or use of other
ed out that it is illegal to drive
drugs, such as marijuana and
with an open bottle in the car,
LSD, which the law defines as
or with both a minor and a bot
those for which a person may
develop
psychological
depen tle . . . opened or unopened.
dence, will bring a fine of $500 Procuring liquor for a minor is a
or up to one year in jail or both major misdemeanor. And only
as a first offense, and $5,000 or “emancipated” minors, i.e. mar
2 years or both as a second of ried minors, may buy beer in a
fense. To be convicted for use, supermarket. The drunken driv
a person must be caught in the ing statute, which includes driv
ing under the influence of drugs,
act of consumption.
The penalty for selling these stipulates a fine between two and
same drugs to an adult is no three hundred dollars and auto
more than $5,000 or 5 years as matic revocation of driver’s li

B O B S B A R B E R SH O P
W A N T TO C H A R G E IT ?
Open o Student Account!

Complete H air Styling for Men
Open Mon. & Fri. Nites ’til 8 pm.; Closed all day Sat.
Third Floor Zuelke Building — Call 734-6300
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TA K E A STU D Y B R EA K
walk to 914 East College Avenue
on the block before the bridge. S E E and B U Y unique
hand crafted pendants on rawhide thongs, window
illuminations, shade pulls, etc. in stained glass colors
in a new art form, they sparkle and glow. $1.00 and up.
Made in my kitchen workshop.

Mrs. W illiam M. M cGraw, 733-3392
All Come — Any Day

“ P I L L S A N D T H I N G S ’*
204 East College Avenue
W e carry a complete line of C O S M E T IC S and
T O IL E T R IE S

cense.
An individual’s legal rights
v ere outlined thoroughly by Mc
Kenzie.
In addition, several
hypothetical
situations
were
created by the speakers to il
lustrate their point and by stu
dents to outline their questions.
For a policeman to search a
student’s room he must convince
a judge that he has evidence
that certain items can in fact be
found in a specific place so that
he can obtain a search warrant.
That search warrant then ap
plies only to room 226, for ex
ample, and not the whole dormi
tory.
If a policeman, armed with a
search warrant for room 226,
sees through an open doorway
that a misdemeanor is taking
place, he may make an immedi
ate arrest. If, during his search
for stolen material or whatever,
he finds evidence to convict the
inhabitants of room 226 for pos
session of dangerous drugs, it is
within his power to make an im
mediate arrest. If, however, the
stop sign is in full view he may
not search the drawers.
When he has found v hat the
search warrant was made out
for, he may not legally continue
his search. Drawing upon pro
hibition laws as precedent, smell
should not be considered suffi
cient justification for the issu
ance of a search warrant.
In the case of arrest without a
search warrant, the police may
search only the person and the
ourrounding area in which such
person may have a weapon hid
den with which the suspect could
harm the officer. The same
holds true for a traffic arrest.
If the police stop a car, however,
and no arrest takes place, he is
onJy entitled to illumine with his
flashlight those areas of the au
tomobile which are usually open
to external view in the daytime.
For those interested but un
able to attend the meeting, Dean
Crockett hopes to have the more
relevant details of the discussion
printed for public us«

from the editorial boord

Extending services of the library

In light of the limitations on library service due to re
stricted space and a less than ideal financial situation, the
Lawrentian proposes the following recommendations for
improvement of library service.
First, the nifrnber of books the library loses, nearly 1,000
per year, must be reduced. Assuming that the loss of
books results in a minimal cost of $4,000 each year, it seems
feasible that a student could be hired to check all books
taken out of the library. The money saved by fewer books
being taken would certainly exceed the salary of a checker.
The library should also be given a high priority when
considering campus building improvements. Partially due
to an increase in tutorial work, individual study space
should be greatly increased.
Further aid to students, particularly those doing inde
pendent study and faculty doing research, would come from
hiring a parttime reference librarian to cover evening and
weekend time slots. The service now provided by Michael
Gabriel has proven invaluable and should be extended.
Fina;ly, the university would benefit from forming a
fund for library materials. Alumni and parents could be
among those encouraged to make donations specifically for
library resources.
While the financial condition of the university may be
a factor in the speed of instituting changes, the commend
able philosophy of service to the community held by staff
members requires that efforts be made to alleviate restrict
ing conditions.
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To the Editor:

In the article on students on
university committees which ap
peared in the Nov- 20 issue of
The Lawrentian, I am referred to
as being “not really sure if the
student will be able to offer any
thing” as a member of the ad
missions committee- This is a
slight misrepresentation of my
actual sentiments. It is true, as
the article suggested, that the
committee has met only once and
that the best part of the meeting
was spent in trying to decide what
the committee should be doing.
Consequently, neither student nor
faculty members have as yet had
an opportunity to offer much.
It is also true that unless the
committee is able to concern it
self d:rectly with policy — that
is, with the possibility of affect
ing change in that policy if study
indicates a need for it, neither
student nor facuky members will
be able to offer much of anything
except opinions which are of ques
tionable value if it is understood
from the beginning that they will
be divorced from action.
If, however, the committee does
become active in matters other
than the consideration of indivi
dual applications for admission
to Lawrence—an area in which
the student members of the com
mittee have no say—I think that
the students can and should con
tribute a great deal, since they
know what it is like to be stu
dents here, and can probably
make accurate guesses as to the
types of students who are liable
both to be happy here ard to
make contributions to the college
community.
The Lawrentian article goes on
to say that I fesl “ the student
might not be able to get involved
in a committee of this type." I
think it is clear from what I have
just said that I think students can
get involved in such a committee
in a meaningful way if they are
given the chance.
When I was asked about my
work on the committee, I was un
able to give a very helpful an
swer, because the student role
has not yet been clearly defined.
I suggested that the interviewer
talk to Thomas Headrick, the
committee chairman. Mr. Head
rick has promised to furnish com
mittee members with information
and data concerning results of
past admission practices. It is his
hope that we will be able “to dis
cuss some . • • policy questions,
formulate others, and initiate a
further search for answers.”
It is my hope that students have
not been allowed to join this com
mittee in order that Lawrence
may say, “ Look, we have stu
dents on our admissions commit
tee,” but that they have been
invited to join, so that Lawrence
may take advantage of the valu
able contribution they can make
as members of what should be
one of the university’s most im
portant committees.
SUSAN FOLSUM

To the Editor:
“Moscow, USSR - UPI — And
rei Amalrik was convicted Thurs
day of slandering the state in his
book ‘Will the Soviet Union Sur
vive Until 1984?’ and was senten
ced to three years in a labor
camp, friends reported.” (Milwau
kee Journal, November 13, 1970).
The bureaucratic despots ruling
the people of the Soviet Union
have again proven that bona fide
Socialism does not exist in their
country. Criticism of the “infall
ible” leaders and the society they
represent cannot be tolerated by
those who exploit the hand and
brain workers of Russia. Their
slogan might very well be, “ Rus
sia love it or leave it!”
For information about the false
character of the “Socialism” pro
claimed by Kosygin and Com
pany, the readers of The Lawren
tian are urged to read the leaf
let “Socialism vs. Soviet Despot
ism.” It can be obtained free of
charge by writing to the Social
ist Labor Party of America at
P. O- Box 200, Brooklyn, New
York 11202.
ADOLF WIGGERT
4504 W. Lloyd Street
Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
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PETITIONS
Petitions for the positions of
editor-in-chief and managing
editor of The Lawrentian are
due to John Oberwetter in Brokaw Hall by midnight, Mon
day, Nov 30. Petitions should
include a statement of reasons
for seeking the position, quali
fications and any ideas for re
form and/or innovation with
the paper-

Mid-City

LUNCHEONS

C O N VEN IEN T CENTRAL LO C A TIO N

CORRECTION
The Lawrentian apologizes
for several grievous errors in
the reporting of the Analytical
Studies report which have caussed some worry on the part of
students and possibly among
the faculty. A typographical
error made it appear that the
Geology department was to
lose three men; it will only lose
one- Similarly, the Physics
department will be cut by not
three but one staff member.
We regret the mistakes.

Mon.-Sat. 4:30-10:00:
Sun. 11:30-8:00

Time for Main Hall renovations

During the summer of 1967 Main Hall received ex
terior renovations and was supposed to receive “acoustical
tile, and fluorescent lighting fixtures for all classrooms.”
(from T h e Lawrentian, Sept. 22, 1967), but because of a
lack of funds this plan was never completed. Since 1967,
minor interior improvements have been made mostly for
the faculty, and some renovation on the fourth floor class
rooms. But classes on the other floors are dominated by
the poor lighting which gives many Lawrentians head
aches, chairs that are uncomfortable, and walls that are
painted in the infamous industrial grey and green.
The question is: can we do something at minimum cost
to improve the environment? Our proposal is that over
the winter through student and faculty labor that a few
classrooms may be improved by new paint, new lights, and
adequate seating. A committee or group of interested
people could devise a plan that would add color to the walls
by either paint or materials, and also encourage the design
and construction of seminar tables.
These physical renovations should bring about several
psychological changes. Classes might become more en
joyable and the transformation of the strict lecture-notetaking syndrome would be encouraged in a more dynamic
atmosphere. Physical design has been shown to substant
ially influence the reaction of individuals to the environ
ment. Lawrence should take advantage of the possibilities
which exist in an old building such as Main Hall.
A community sponsored project underwritten by funds
from the school implemented by volunteer student and
faculty help might start a new era in the scope of commun
ity involvement that hasn’t really begun at Lawrence.
This is a task that is possible, so often needed but yet
«o often ignored. Let's make it happen here.
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Boisse follows service-oriented
philosophy despite limitations
by Miriam Zachary
"Service to the Lawrence com
munity.” This is Joseph Boisse’s
five word summary of the phil
osophy of Lawrence’s library. As
acting director he sees this as the
Library’s main purpose. In pro
viding the best possible service,
technical aspects are secondary.
As Boisse »ays, he is more con
cerned with the degree to which
library materials are used than
the manner in which they are put
on the shelves. What is import
ant is that students know where
to find what they want and
whom to approach for this infor
mation.
This philosophy was initiated
during the directorship of Walter
Peterson. Since he left in Au
gust, Boasse, who was assistant
director, has carried on this
policy.
No one knows when the new
director will be appointed. To
insure that the final choice for
this job is the best possible, the
selection committee, which in
cludes two students, has and will
interview outside candidates- In
the meantime, due to the nature of
the present policy, the Lawrence
community stands onlly to bene
fit — as much as is realistically
possible considering the obstacles
which the library staff under
Boisse has to confront.
For instance, although the li
brary maintains about a thou
sand current periodicals, the se
lection is sometimes insufficient.
Since Lawrence is a member of
the ACM, students can get the
information they need from the
ACM Periodical Bank of Chica
go. The service which the library
wartts to offer is weakened at
this point because it takes three
days to receive the required in
formation.
The approximate number ol
volumes in the Lawrence library
is 165,000 and the average yearly
intake is 7,000 books. Yet, near
ly one thousand books are stolen
each year. It was suggested by
one student to hire a student to
check all books that are taken
out of the library. The cost would
be but a fraction of what must
now be lost annually.
Perhaps the major obstacle
with which the library staff has
to contend is lack of space. The

Lawrence microfilm section is
definitely the largest in the ACM.
It includes the Human Relations
Area File which is a collection of
primary source materials for so
ciology and anthropology not
available in published form. The
room in which the microfilm is
now kept was originally intend
ed as a cloak room.
Few people realize that the
Lawrence library is an official
U.S. depository for government
documents. Two rooms in the
basement shelter (and hide) this
collection of 125,000 documents,
which range from a complete col
lection of all Supreme Court rul
ings to agricultural pamphlets
on how to make raisins.
Although book selection for the
library is based on the idea of
building a balanced selection in
all major subject areas, the au
dio section of the library is small.
The library staff has pointed out
that not only do we have a few lis
tening materials, apart from what
would be included in the conser
vatory library, but we have no
proper facilities for listening.
The studying conditions at the
library are also far from perfect.
The library can accommodate a
maximum of 266 people at tables
and 130 at carrels. The latter
are reserved for students taking
tutorials or doing independent
study. The very size of the two
reading rooms hinders concen
tration.
Many students find the refer
ence section of the library hard
to use. As was stated previous
ly, the library’s philosophy is to
provide the best service pos
sible. Michael Gabriel, reference
librarian, has proved himself in
valuable, especially in aiding
students doing tutorials. He sees
himself as a full-time teacher
working on a one-to-one basis
with each student who asks him
for help. He is there to answer
questions and give a-sristance to
whomever wants it. As he says,
there is no point in having all
these books unless there is also
someone available to show how
to make use of them. He invites
questions, providing information
and assistance in his job.
The more use that is made of
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the library facilities, the better
the library service. As Gabriel
observes, it is unfortunate that
a limited staff makes it impos
sible for a qualified person to be
on duty to lend his aid every
evening and all weekend when
it is most needed.
Despite physical and monetary
limitations, the , library staff
shares that dedication and en
thusiasm in providing what the
students want and need that
seems to typify the Lawrence
feculty. They feel the need for
a new library, one in which they
could provide the best possible
service. It seems only too ob
vious that plans should be start
ed soon and that the library staff
should have an integral part in
their development.

A C T I N G director Joseph Boisse outlines philosophy of the
Samuel Appleton-Carnegie Library.

Marijuana symposium:
short on aid - long on wind
by Tom Stewart

Discussion with Lawrence stu
On Tuesday, November 17, in volved in marijuana traffic. He
dents
brought up the ambiguity
the Riverview lounge, a panel is more involved with the ex
of the situation the government
discussion on the legalization of termination of the pusher than
finds itself in, restricting an un
marijuana was held. The panel the possessor. He reaffirmed
known quantity, while tolerating
consisted of Captain of Detec Fenkm’s statement on the neces
known carcinogins and toxins,
tives Jerry Kavaney of the Ap- sity for more research before
such as cigarettes and alcohol,
pibeton Police Force, Dr. Charles any judgement on legislation is
the fact that illegal or not, mari
Fenian, G.P., Gordon Myse, an made.
juana
is going to continue to be
attorney in Appleton and Dean
Mr. Myse started his talk by
smoked by some, how marijuana
of Men, Larry Crockett.
asking the question, is it not
laws can and have been used to
Crockett opened the discussion ridiculous to go after marijuana
persecute so-called undesirables
by presenting questions he hoped users when there are so many
who otherwise would have been
would be answered by the panel other more important areas to
within the law. why students
and audience. They were, “Does .concentrate on, such as poverty
must live under laws that they
the use and abuse of marijuana and organized crime. He sees
have no right in instituting and
pose a threat to the good of the marijuana as a ¡social problem
no real opportunity to change
society, are the present punitive and cannot understand how we
and that the government spends
laws congruent with the supposed
are to “solve social problems by
too much time on something so
threats, do the present laws
passing laws against them.” He
relatively unimportant when it
work and are they accomplishing
also asked how you could evalu
could do so much more for the
something good, does research
ate the potency of marijuana if
people in this country than ar
on marijuana tell us what is a
it were made legal, how the gov
rest them for their minor vices.
safe dosage or strength, and are
ernment was supposed to put
It did not seem to make sense
there constitutional que^-ions on
controls on it once it was legal
to those present that someone
the legality of the laws in rela
ized and precisely what is to be
“convicted of manslaughter can
tion to the right of personal pri
legalized (THC, hashish or mari
receive five years in jail, while
vacy and the 8th amendment as
juana at what potency.)
in some states a marijuana user
it pertains to ‘cruel and unusual
He, too, takes what he termed
can receive up to life ”
punishment?’ ”
“the bogey-man” approach to
There was a general concen
Dr. Fenlon presented the medi
marijuana, saying that he would
sus that more research into the
cal viewpoint, talking on known
not wish to have something made
long range effects of marijuana
effects on habitual and short
available to the general public
needs to be done. Also, among
term users — loss of recent mem
which might turn out to be an
the students present, there was
ory, inability to do complex men
other cyclamate or thalidomide.
agreement that regardlers of the
tal tasks, time and space sensa.
He explained the constitution
laws, as happened in the prohi
tion distortion, mild paranoia
ality of having laws against
bition era, marijuana is some
and anxiety tor the latter and
marijuana. The Supreme Court
thing that is here now and is
psychological dependency, with
has luled that it does not vio
going to stay unless there is a
drawal passivity, impaired judg
late laws of privacy, because it
truly deleterious effect caused
ment and in certain latent schizis a valid concern of society. So
by smoking. And there was no
opnronics, socially unacceptable
far as "cruel and unusual pun
disagreement
between anyone
characteristics that might not
ishment” is concerned, the court
that the laws are too harsh and
have manifested themselves with
has stated that an alcoholic can
should be changed radically. Per
out the use of marijuana.
be punished for his alcoholism,
haps the most pertinent remark
His major objections to the le
even though he is not acting of
otf the evening was made after
galization of marijuana are as
his own volition. The same thing
the symposium.
One student
follows: “We do not know
applies to the habituated mari
said, "It was a kind of pointless
enough about the medical effects,
juana user, and therefore, the
discussion, but it was the kind
there is no way to standardize
occasional smoker. He did not
of pointless discussion that I en
the strength of marijuana, and
agree with these decisions.
joy.” In other words, a lot was
therefore, there is no idea on
All three parties felt that mari
said that is already known, and
what to actually legalize. It may
juana was not a crucial problem
not many effects will result from
be a stepping stone to harder
in itself, but that the underlying
the discussion. It contained lit
drugs and legalizing it will make
social problems causing the use
tle new information, had little
it more accessible to teens and
real, direct merit and was fairly
the lower grades, and finally that of marijuana are the matters
long on wind.
it is an unpredictable drug that that need a solution.
can be used by unpredictable
people with unpredictable ef
fects.” He thinks, however, that
the marijuana laws are “ too
harsh and ridiculous,” and that
possession should be made a mis
demeanor in the United States.
* A R T IS T SU PP LIES
Captain Kavaney is opposed to
legalization at this time because
* P IC T U R E FR A M IN G
marijuana is an “unknown quan
* P R IN TS - O R IG IN A L A R T
tity.” He would, however, be
"glad to see the laws go, be
— Come in and browse —
cause there are too many laws
606 N. Lowe S t
734-3272
to enforce already.” He stated
that organized crime is not in
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Payoffs and make shift mediane
characterize big-time college sports
SYRACUSE — (CPS) — For
mer Syracuse University star
football player, Dave Meggyesy
has taken the cover off college
and professional athletics.
Meggyesy, who played football
at Syracuse for four yetars and
moved up into pro-badl with the
St. Louis Caindinals, could not
handle his personal radicalization
while in the big leagues. So he
quit and wrote a book, Out of
Their Leagues, soon to be pub
lished by Ramparts Prass, which
as well as indicting all pro and
college sports, charges Synacuse
University with paying off its
athletes, doctoring their academ
ic grades to an “academically”
satisfactory level and dispensing
irresponsible medical treatment.
His revelations are by no means
unique to Syracuse; they reflect
the dehumanization and corrup
tion rampant in and requisite for
the continuation of the business
of sports.
Meggyesy came to Syracuse in
1959. He describes this associa
tion with Ben Schwartzwalder,
head football coach there, and
SU from the time he was first
flown into Syracuse for prelimi
nary negotiations for his football
scholarships.
He recalls that after a dinner
with the coach, Mark Weber, a
teammate from high school, in
troduced him to “this good look
ing college chick.” “ We really
hit it off, and before long we had
retired to the back seat of Mark’s
car in the parking lot. It was
about 20 degrees and snowing like
crazy. I nearily froze my tail off.
And I decided to go to Syracuse.”
Later Schwartzwalder heard
Meggyesy was considering an
offer from LSU and pressured
him, to the extent of not permit
ting a dinner to be served until
Meggyesy said he would go to
SU. In his freshman year he
was switched from fullback to
center on the first day of prac
tice; he later learned “that Syra
cuse always recruited a surplus
of fullbacks and made most of
them into linemen.”
Scrimmages
became
night
mares. Often they became slug
ging matches, Meggyesy wtnites.
Coaches wocild say, “Let them
fight,” and prevented other playetts from breaking it up.
Syracuse had a special “reme
dial program” for freshmen with
academic deficiencies and the
coaching staff encourages fresh
man football players to enroll.
Meggyesy recalls that Varsityend coach Joe Szombathy, would
take the cards of freshman ball
players and fill out the courses
he wanted thiem to take.
When Meggyesy filled out his
own card, Szombathy retorted,
“Wltet the 11011 do you think
you’re doing, Meggyesy?”
In his first game Meggyesy
had ante of his front teeth knocked
out. “I came off the field with
my mouth full of blood,” Meggycsy writes, “and when I pulled
out my mouthpiece most of my
tooth came with it, leaving the
nerve hanging thene exposed. I
showed it to Dick Beyer, the as
sistant frosh coach, and he told
me, “It’s only your tooth. Put
your mouthpiece back on. You’re
the only center we’ve got.”
One time the athletic depart
ment hired a tutor for players
including Meggyesy, to help them
with a course they had not at
tended, or done any work in.
The tutor told the players to copy
down everything he said and the
ensuing exam would be no prob
lem. It turned cut that the tu
tor had givien them answers to
the questions on the test.

Meggyesy got his first pay-off
a great football career ahead of
during his sophomore year. He
you. But if you hang around
had played well against Holy
with those beatniks, you’re go
Crass, and Rock Pirro, offensive
ing to destroy yourself. It doesn’t
line coach, came up to him af
look good for you to be Winging
ter the game and took hold of
out with beatniks.”
his hand and said, “Nice game,”
Meggyesy had met his future
and left him with $20. When
wife, Stacy Kennedy, during his
Meggyesy looked startled, Szom
freshman year here. She began
bathy added, “ It’s ail right, Dave,
living with him in the middle of
an alum asked me to give it to
his sophomore year. This was
you.”
not viewed favorably by his
Meggyesy soon learned that
coaches or fellow athletes.
regular starters were getting
At Synacuse, the attitude was
from $20 to $50 a game for their
that it was masculine and right
services. SU at that time was
to get drunk, pick up some girl,
fighting for the national cham
Bleep with her and even rough
pionship and money was readily
her up a little. Never should
available.
you begin to develop a genuine
In th(e Army game Mark Web
relationship with a woman. This
er, the player who had helped to
was “immoral” and coaches and
bning Meggyesy to SU, was un
players thought Stacy was “ sin
sure as to whether he could play.
ful.” As a retsult, one player
He had suffered several injuries
told Stacy he would kill her if
and had asked Ben to cut him
she didn’t stop seeing Meggyesy.
in on the under-the-table money.
Another player asked him if he
Ben had refused.
didn’t think it strange that a girl
The Army game was Weber’s
would let him live with her.
last. “ In the second half, Ben
Meggyesy calls his last semes
sent Mark in to receive a punt—
ter at SU the best. He had sign
something he was almost never
ed a bonus contract with the St.
1,000 words couldn’t say more.
called upon to do. It didn’t make
Louis Cardinals, his SU playing
Help the world’s needy people,
sense to haws a big, heavy guy
days were over. He wrote a term
with a check to C ar e ,
with a bad knee returning a
paper on the role of collegiate
punt, which everyone knows is
football in higher education. He
Midwest CARE Office
one of the moist hazardous plays
was able to prove, he remembers,
in the game. Mark caught the
the thesis that “big time college
1 2 5 last W ells Street
ball and started upfield. One of
football was completely anti
M
ilw au k e e , W is . 5 3 2 0 2
Army’s big tackles got a clean
thetical to the professed aims of
shot on his bad knee and just
higher education.”
tore it up. Mark was carried
Eight years later he quit the
off the field on a stretcher. He
St. Louis Cardinals, rejecting the
never played football again.”
athletic culture as dehumanizing.
Meggyesy was asked perhaps
Looking back on football in
20 times by Coach Szombathy if
general, Meggyesy calls it “one
he wanted to be put on the regu of the most dehumanizing experi
lar under-the-table payroll. Fi
ences a man can face.”
nally, in his senior year, Meggy
Meggyesy also points out the
esy agreed, and from then on correlation between the dehuman
picked up $30 a wteek in a brown
izing aspects of football and life
manila envelope from Schwartz- in general in the U.S. He writes,
walder’s secretary. This was in
“Jim Ringo, a former Syracuse
addition to the $15 he got per
player and all-pro center for the
month as penmitted by the NACC.
Green Bay Pacfeens . . . one af
Medical treatment was sicken ternoon talked to me about his
ing. Meggyesy recalls once when
philosophy of the game. ‘Dave,’
he injured his elbow during prac he said, ‘in football the Commies
tice and was sent to Dr. Clyde
are on one side of this ball and
Barney, the team physician.
we’re on the other. That’s what
Meggyesy watched as Dr. Barney
the game is all about.’ ” He
picked up a medical pan in which
adds, “To me, it is no accident
all the fluid had evaporated and
that Richard Nixon is a football
the instruments were stuck to the freak, and that the game is rap
bottom. “Dr. Barney managed idly becoming our version of
to pry out a probe with his fin bnead and circuses.”
gers and then began using it to
dig out a needle holder. When
he finally pried it loose, it popped
out and flew halfway across the
room He picked it up off the
floor, took out a spool of surgi
cal thread, and threaded the
needle, and then began to sew
Open daily
up the two-inch gash which was
9 to 9 'til
open to the bone in my elbow.”
Xmas
a
n
d
This was done without anesthet
ic. Meggyesy was sent back to
Sun. 12 to 5
practice after the operation.
’til Xmas
Meggyesy says that when an
injured player is sent to the
212 E. COLLEGE
team physician, the idea is more
to get the athlete back in action
than anything else. This Meggy
esy sees as a “reversal of pri
orities” and this explains the
D is c o u n t P r ic e s E v e r y D a y - S h o p an d S a v e at M A Y
use of bennies to increase stammina, and anabolic steriods to
make you bigger and stronger.
These, Meggyesy reports, are in
such wide use in the NFL that he
considers trainers do more deal
ing “than the average junkie.”
Meggyesy speaks as well of
the whole athletic culture that
existed at SU. Even as a frethman during orientation, “ fnom
Perfect for your study desk
the start, we didn’t feel any fel
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only
lowship with the other fresh
men.” After his freshman season
he began to make friends with
people in Liberal Arts. Schwartz
while they last!
walder todd him. “ Dave, you have

O
A century

of experience.
That’s something
you can bank on.
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W IT H M A X SH U LM A N

(By Uu authorofRallyRound theFlat, Boyt... DobitGillit...tie.)
E c o n o m ic s, a n d Other U nsolved C r im e s

J O H N L I N N E N and Matthew Sigler sharpen techniques
before the official season opener at Dominican College De
cember 1.

B a sk e tb all season opens w ith
va rsity beating frosh 87-60

As you know of course, economics is often called “the dismal
science,” but not because it’s dismal. Oh mercy, no! In fact, it’s a laff
riot! It’s called “the dismal science” only because that’s the name of
the Englishman who invented it back in 1681 -Walter C. Dismal.
Mr. Dismal, curiously enough, wasn’t trying to invent economics
at all. Actually, he was trying to invent plankton, but as you know of
course, Max Planck beat him to it. (This later became known as Guy
Fawkes Day.)
And so spunky Mr. Dismal went back to the old drawing board
and stayed there till he invented economics. Then tired but happy, he
rushed to Heidelberg University to announce his findings. But, alas, he
arrived during the Erich von Stroheim Sesquicentennial, and naturally
everybody was yodelling and couldn’t hear what Mr. Dismal was say
ing. And so, alas, he slank back home and died, old and embittered at
the age of 11. (This later became known as the Black Tom Explosion.)
Well sir, after Mr. Dismal, nothing much happened in Europe un
less you want to count the Dardanelles. Then in 1776 Adam Smith of
Scotland got tired of the cough drop business he had started with his
brother and published his famous Wealth of Nations (or Moll Flanders
as it is generally known as) and the world came to realize what a jolly,
uncomplicated subject economics really is.

by Bob Haeger
Last Friday night the varsity
and freshman basketball teams
squared off in their annual scrim
mage, with the varsity coming
out victors 87-60 The contest gave
a preview of what could be a very
exciting basketball season.
The cagers are coming off of a
6 16 season, 5-13 in conference.
But there is a great deal of op
timism out at the gym as the
squad prepares for the beginning
of the ’70-71 season. Most of it
centers around three things. First,
the Vikes have two of the league’s
leading scorers returning this
year. Senior captain Jim Dyer
was sixth with a 17.8 average and
junior Strat Warden was second
with a 19.1 avrrage. Warden was
picked second team all-confer
ence and Dyer honorable men
tion.
The biggest problem for the
Vikes last y-ar was height. With
no one over 6’2Vfc” rebounds came
only with great effort. The cagers feel this problem pretty well
.solved with the addition of 6’7”
John Linnen to the team. Linnen
transferred from Michigan last
year where he had started on their
freshman team the season beforeBeing a transfer John is not elig
ible until the second game at Coe
on December 12. Against a fairly
short freshman team Linnen rack
ed up 26 points and 13 rebounds
while playing in a little over half
the gam?. His presence should
make a difference on both offense
and defense.
Finally, this year’s team has
a mixture of talent, depth exper
ience, and versatility that could
make it a winner. Besides Ward
en and Dver the Vikes have Rick
Farmer. Bruce Colwell and Mark
Frodeson retumirg. Farmer, a 6’
2 xi ” senior played all of last sea
son at center where he usually
gave up anywhere from four to

eight inches. Despite this he ave
raged 7.1 points a game and pull
ed down 140 rebounds. This year
he will be able to return to his
normal playing spot at forward.
Frodeson at 5’9” started at
guard last season. His main as
sets are his quickness and jumping
ability which make him an ex
citing defensive player. Colwell
saw action at guard in 14 of the
22 games last year. His main at
tributes are his ball handling and
steadiness.
New additions to the ball club
are Jerry Williams, a transfer
from Ripon, Kevin Gage, Rueben
Plantico, Jay Barnard, and Paul
Klitzke, all sophomores. Williams
is 6’1” , a good shooter and driv
er, and can play either guard or
forward- Gage, a 6’4” jumper
with a good outside shot, should
be making a seriosu bid for one
of the forward spots. Plantico and
Barnard both started on last
year’s freshman team.
Coach John Poulson in his third
season at Lawrence is going to
have a probl m this year. But it
is a nice problem. This is the
first season since he has been
here that he will have to do a lot
of figuring in deciding who to
play. An example of the balance
of this year’s squad is the fac*.
that they scored 87 points wi*h
everyone playing equal time. Last
year’s squad did not score that
many in any of their games.
The team opens their season
December 1 in a non-conference
contest at Domincan College.
Conference play will net get into
full swing until January. This
year's conference race should be
really up for grabs. There is a
balance in the league unmatched
in recent years. Depending upon
individual performances the Vikes
could be a contender in first div
ision

It all boils down to this: when there is a great demand for a prod
uct, there is a great supply on the market. When there is a small de
mand, there is a small supply. Take, for example, knee-cymbals. You
walk into your average American middle-sized town today and I'll
wager you won’t see more than eighty or ninety knee-cymbal vendors.
That’s because the demand issmall.
With Miller High Life Beer, on the other hand, you’ll see a great
supply because there is a great demand. And of course the demand is
great because the beer is great. And, mark you, I’m not asking you to
take my word for it. Prove it yourself with this simple test:
Get a can or bottle of Miller High Life and pour a few ounces into
an empty vessel—your roommate, for example. Observe how his jaw
unslacks with pleasure, how the torpidity leaves his tiny eyes, how he
drops his yo-yo and whimpers for more. Could mere words tell you
one-quarter as well what a great beer Miller is? Of course not.
"Great,” in fact, is the single adjective that describes Miller Beer
best (except possibly “wet”). Indeed some people are so overcome with
admiration for Miller’s greatness that they can’t bear to drink it. They
just sit with a glass of Miller in hand and admire it for as long as ten or
twelve years on end. The makers of Miller Beer are of course touched
by this reverence, except of course for Clyde R. Greedy, the sales
manager.
But I digress. Adam Smith, as you know of course, was followed
by David Ricardo. In fact, he was followed everywhere by Mr. Ricardo.
He finally got so annoyed that he summoned a booby, as British
policemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested. (This later be
came known as the Humboldt Current.)
Upon his release from gaol, as British jails are called, Mr. Ricardo
married Thomas Robert Malthus and one night over a game of whist
they invented the stock exchange, or chutney as it is called in England.
Next, economics spread to France (carried, some say, by sheep
ticks). The French, however, never really got the hang of it. At first
they tried using omelettes as the medium of exchange. When this
failed, they tried Edith Piaf records. When this too failed, they flew
into a fit of pique and dug the Suez Canal.
Well sir, I guess you know what happened next. Economics came
to America, John Kenneth Galbraith fought his famous duel with
Aaron Burr, Gresham’s Law was repealed, and at last came the happy
ending. Today, I am delighted to report, any American boy or girl, no
matter how rich, can afford to dress like a pauper.

W e at Miller High Life Beer are brewers, not economists. But this
much we kr.ow about supply and demand: you demand great flavor in your
beer; we supply it— Miller, the Champagne of Beers.
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